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The Observatorio Astrof́ısico de Javalambre (OAJ)

The OAJ has been particularly conceived for carrying out large sky surveys with two large field telescopes: JST250, a 2.5m
3deg FoV and JAST80 with 2deg FoV. The most immediate objective of the two telescopes for the next years is carrying out two
unique multiband photometric sky surveys of 8500 square degrees: Javalambre Physics of the Accelerating Universe Astrophysical
Survey (J-PAS) (using 54 narrow plus 5 broad band filters) and Javalambre Photometric Local Universe Survey (J-PLUS) (using
12 filters). The data archiving, processing and publication of all of these images and its products is carried out by the Unit for
Processing and Data Archiving (UPAD).

The CEFCA Catalogues Portal

J-PAS and J-PLUS include coadded and individual frame images, dual and single catalogue data which include parameters
measured from coadded images and photo-redshift computations. A powerful web portal, the CEFCA catalogues
portal (archive.cefca.es), has been implemented to publish all this survey data offering advanced tools, each suited
to a particular need, for data search, visualization and download.
This portal includes web user interface services such as sky navigator, object visualization, object list search, ADQL
asynchronous queries interface, cone search and image search and download. Offering also all of this data through
Virtual Observatory (VO) services like SIAP, SCS, TAP and catalogue and images HIPS.

Towards FAIR principles

These large projects require an easy and agile access to data, data interoperability and reusability as well as ensure its discovery (FAIR principles) to give data
greater value and maximize research efficiency. For that, a great effort and work has been done on the CEFCA Catalogues Portal to enhance data publication
following FAIR principles.

F1 An IVOA identifier (IVOID) has been assigned to
each survey data release to globally, unique and persis-
tent identify each of them.

F2 Each data release has a different VOResource as-
signed with its data description and the services to ac-
cess it. Moreover, all the metadata returned in the VO
services results has been checked and improved to offer
as much information as possible.

F3 All the IVOIDs are specified in the VOResource
and offered through the CEFCA Catalogues Publishing
Registry.

F4 A VO harvest registry, the CEFCA Catalogues
Publishing Registry, has been implemented and pub-
lished through the RofR to make data findable.

A1 All surveys data (images and catalogues data) is
accessible through VO services, so it is offered using
open, free and universally implementable protocols.

Moreover, to improve data access all the CEFCA Cat-
alogue VO services implementations have been checked
through different external IVOA validators and im-
proved to be full compliant with the protocols.

A2 All surveys data releases metadata is always ac-
cessible through CEFCA Catalogues Publishing Registry
even when data is no longer available.

I1-I2 (Meta)data is returned in VO formats so a for-
mal, accessible, shared and broadly applicable language
for knowledge representation is used and uses VO vo-
cabularies and semantics so vocabularies that follow
FAIR principles are used. Moreover, it also has been
checked through different external IVOA validators and
improved to be full compliant with the protocols.

I3 (Meta)data include qualified references to other
(meta)data. For example, in the CEFCA Catalogues
registry all the data releases of the same survey are in-
terconnected.

R1 Each survey data release data is richly described in
the VOResource and all the metadata returned in the
VO services results has been improved to offer as many
attributes as possible.
In the VOResource data, it is also indicated the ac-
knowledge to include in any published material that
makes use of the data.

To improve the provenance information, the meta-
data and data of the individual frame images used to
generate the coadded images are also provided through
different VO services.

Lessons learned and future work

The implementation of the CEFCA Catalogues Publishing Registry, the validation and improving process of the different VO services and the publication of the
individual frame images data has improved the findability, accessibility, interoperability and reusability of OAJ surveys data increasing its value and maximizing
research efficiency. But there is still work to do to make surveys data more FAIR. This future work includes assigning DOIs to each survey data release, studying
which data use license is more suitable or offering more provenance information.
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